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Introduction



• Technology nodes shrinks, smaller but more complex circuits are etched on wafers

• Recognizing wafer defects is vital Page 3 of 17Chen et al. Nanoscale Research Letters           (2022) 17:30  

of the defects are oriented parallel to the growth direc-
tion, therefore, epitaxial growth of SiC at an off-cut angle 
of 4° on SiC substrates not only preserves the underly-
ing 4H-SiC crystal, but also allows the defects to have 
a predictable orientation. In addition, total number of 
wafers, that can be sliced from a single boule, increases. 
However, lower off-cut angle may generate other type of 
defects, such as 3C-inclusions and in-grown SFs [18–21]. 
In the coming subsections, we discuss the details about 
each type of defects.

Crystallographic Defects
Threading Edge Dislocations (TEDs) and Threading Screw 
Dislocations (TSDs)
Dislocations in SiC are the main source for deteriora-
tion and failure of electronic devices [22–24]. Threading 
screw dislocations (TSDs) and threading edge disloca-
tions (TEDs) both run along the [0001] growth axis with 
different Burgers vectors of <0001> and 1/3<11–20>, 

respectively. Both TSDs and TEDs may extend from the 
substrate to the wafer surface and bring about small pit-
like surface features [15], as shown in Fig. 3b [25]. Typi-
cally, density of TEDs is about 8000–10,000 1/cm2, which 
is almost 10 times larger than that of TSDs. An extended 
TSD, where the TSD extends from the substrate to the 
epitaxial layer, may transform into other defects on the 
Basal plane and propagate along the growth axis during 
the SiC epitaxial growth. Harada et  al. show that TSDs 
are converted to the stacking faults (SFs) or carrot defects 
on Basal planes during the SiC epitaxial growth [26], 
while TEDs in the epilayer are shown to be converted 
from BPDs inherited from the substrate during epitaxial 
growth.

Basal Plane Dislocations (BPDs)
Another type of dislocations is Basal plane dislocations 
(BPDs), which lie in the [0001]-plane of the SiC crystal 
with Burgers vector of 1/3<11–20>. BPDs rarely appear 

Fig. 2 Available defect inspection technologies for SiC

Table 2 The acronyms of the inspection techniques and defects in Fig. 2

SEM: Scanning electron microscopy OM: Optical microscopy BPD: Basal plane dislocation

DIC: Differential interference contrast PL: Photoluminescence TED: Threading edge dislocation

OCT: Optical coherence tomography CL: Cathodoluminescence TSD: Threading screw dislocation

XRT: X-ray topography Raman: Raman spectroscopy SF: Stacking faults

The defect inspection technologies in wafer manufacturing. 1

1
P.-C. Chen et al., “Defect Inspection Techniques in SiC," Nanoscale Research Letters, 2022.

Wafer Defect Inspection
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• Single-type defect patterns emerge and are coupled and shaped mixed-type patterns

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Some wafer map patterns in MixedWM38 benchmark:
(a) Center; (b) Scratch; (c) Location; (d) Edge-Location;

(e) 2 single-type defects mixed (Center, Scratch);
(f) 2 single-type defects mixed (Scratch, Location);

(g) 3 single-type defects mixed (Center, Scratch, and Location);
(h) 4 single-type defects mixed (Center, Scratch, Location, and Edge-Location).

Some Wafer Defect Patterns
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Recognizing wafer defect 
patterns by various approaches
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Fig. 5 The impact of defects on different devices

Fig. 6 Defect detection and device performance estimation assisted by AI

reasoning the root 
cause of defects 

Visualizing wafer maps

The General Wafer Defect Pattern Recognition Flow.

Wafer Defect Pattern Recognition Flow
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Current Methods For Wafer Defect Pattern Recognition
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Shallow Learning-based
Recognition Paradigm
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Fig. 7. Six representative examples of wafer-level spatial signatures are
shown for our synthetic data set.

Fig. 8. Reconstruction error is shown as a function of the number of singular
values for the synthetic data set with 220 wafers.

the measurement outcome (i.e., from pass to fail or from fail to
pass) with the probability of 15%. Fig. 7 shows six represen-
tative examples of the resulting wafer-level spatial signatures
from our data set including random effects.

After generating the wafer data, SVD is applied to remove
the random effects. Fig. 8 shows the reconstruction error as
a function of the number of singular values. The modified
L-method is used to choose the optimal number of domi-
nant singular values that should be used in reconstructing the
wafer-level spatial signatures. The optimal number of domi-
nant singular values is equal to 3 in this example, as indicated
by the transition point of the error curve in Fig. 8. Fig. 9 further
shows the spatial signatures corresponding to the six wafers
in Fig. 7 after SVD is applied. Note that the random effects
are completely removed and the resulting spatial signatures
are simply the combinations of the systematic failure patterns
in Fig. 6.

Next, the reconstructed wafer-level spatial signatures are
grouped using hierarchical clustering. Fig. 10 shows the merge
distance as a function of the number of clusters. Using the
modified L-method, the transition point in Fig. 10 implies that
the optimal number of clusters is equal to 7 in this example.
The binarized spatial signatures for the obtained clusters are
shown in Fig. 11. One can notice that these spatial signatures

Fig. 9. Spatial signatures are shown for the six wafers in Fig. 7 after SVD
is applied to remove the random effects.

Fig. 10. Merge distance of hierarchical clustering is shown as a function of
the number of clusters for the synthetic data set with 220 wafers.

Fig. 11. Binarized spatial signatures are shown for the seven clusters
identified by hierarchical clustering for the synthetic data set with 220 wafers.

are all the possible combinations of the systematic failure
patterns in Fig. 6.

Finally, to extract the systematic failure patterns, the opti-
mization problem in (17) is solved for different number of

Authorized licensed use limited to: Chinese University of Hong Kong. Downloaded on March 02,2021 at 07:06:18 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 8. Reconstruction error is shown as a function of the number of singular
values for the synthetic data set with 220 wafers.

the measurement outcome (i.e., from pass to fail or from fail to
pass) with the probability of 15%. Fig. 7 shows six represen-
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from our data set including random effects.

After generating the wafer data, SVD is applied to remove
the random effects. Fig. 8 shows the reconstruction error as
a function of the number of singular values. The modified
L-method is used to choose the optimal number of domi-
nant singular values that should be used in reconstructing the
wafer-level spatial signatures. The optimal number of domi-
nant singular values is equal to 3 in this example, as indicated
by the transition point of the error curve in Fig. 8. Fig. 9 further
shows the spatial signatures corresponding to the six wafers
in Fig. 7 after SVD is applied. Note that the random effects
are completely removed and the resulting spatial signatures
are simply the combinations of the systematic failure patterns
in Fig. 6.

Next, the reconstructed wafer-level spatial signatures are
grouped using hierarchical clustering. Fig. 10 shows the merge
distance as a function of the number of clusters. Using the
modified L-method, the transition point in Fig. 10 implies that
the optimal number of clusters is equal to 7 in this example.
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shown in Fig. 11. One can notice that these spatial signatures

Fig. 9. Spatial signatures are shown for the six wafers in Fig. 7 after SVD
is applied to remove the random effects.

Fig. 10. Merge distance of hierarchical clustering is shown as a function of
the number of clusters for the synthetic data set with 220 wafers.

Fig. 11. Binarized spatial signatures are shown for the seven clusters
identified by hierarchical clustering for the synthetic data set with 220 wafers.

are all the possible combinations of the systematic failure
patterns in Fig. 6.

Finally, to extract the systematic failure patterns, the opti-
mization problem in (17) is solved for different number of
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An example of clustering-based method. 1

1
M. B. Alawieh et al., “Identifying wafer-level systematic failure patterns via unsupervised learning," IEEE TCAD, 2017.

Clustering-based Methods
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Fig. 4. Example of line detection by using the Hough transform. (a) Scratch
wafer map. (b) Result of the Hough transform for (a). Accumulator A has
local maxima at approximately (ρ, θ) = (−1, −45), which indicates the line
segment in (a).

wafer maps vary in size, the ratio of defective dice (RDD)
was measured for each wafer map to indicate the degree
of failure. In particular, the global and local RDDs were
measured, where the global RDD represents the entire wafer
map, and the local RDD represents specific zones of a
wafer map. In this study, the local RDD was measured for the
two outer-most rings (based on an 8-connected neighborhood)
of each wafer map, because defective dice that occur at the
boundary of a wafer map tend to indicate a specific type of
failure, such as Edge-ring and Edge-local.

3) Linear Attribute: The Hough transform [19], which was
applied in [23], was used in the current study to detect the lines
in each wafer map. The Hough transform algorithm is detailed
as follows. First, the 2D accumulator A must be created to
indicate the possibility of lines occurring in a map. For each
defective die in a wafer map, the following two steps must be
performed to obtain A

1) Given a defective die’s position (x, y), find a set
{(ρ, θ) |x cos θ + y sin θ = ρ }. Each pair of (ρ, θ)

represents the corresponding virtual line passing
through (x, y).

2) Increase A(ρ, θ) by 1 for each instance of (ρ, θ).
After all defective dice in a wafer map are considered,

the local maxima in A indicates the possible lines within
that map. Fig. 4 shows an example of the Hough transform.
Fig. 4(a) shows a Scratch wafer map, and Fig. 4(b) depicts
the result of the Hough transform. Here, θ is measured clock-
wise relative to the positive x-axis. The local maxima occur at
(ρ, θ) = (−1,−45), indicating the line segment in the orig-
inal wafer map. In this study, a line is established when its
length is longer the 10% of the wafer’s diameter. Moreover, a
broken line is identified as a line when the length of a gap is
less than 3% of the wafer’s diameter. Finally, the number of
detected lines is used as the feature.

IV. WAFER MAP FAILURE PATTERN RECOGNITION

This section introduces the WMFPR, which involves using
the proposed features. The flowchart in Fig. 5 shows that the
WMFPR is based on a two-stage framework. Stage 1 entails
determining whether a wafer map exhibits a failure pattern,
and Stage 2 involves identifying the pattern type. An SVM
is used as a classifier at each stage because of its superior
efficiency in large-scale data set applications [24]. During the
training phase, the SVMs determine the support vectors in the
training data, which are applied to predict new wafer maps

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the proposed WMFPR. Stage 1: the SVM determines
whether a failure pattern exists. Stage 2: the SVM identifies the wafer map
failure pattern.

Fig. 6. Example of the hyperplane (i.e., decision boundary) of an SVM. An
SVM is designed to determine the maximum-margin hyperplane separating
two classes of data.

during the test phase. The main advantage of the two-stage
framework is that the parameters can be tuned to optimize the
tradeoff between the false-positive rate and the false-negative
rate at Stage 1. The basic concept of the SVM is described
in Section IV-A, and the maintenance of the ground truth is
explained in Section IV-B.

A. Support Vector Machine for the WMFPR

The function of an SVM [25] is to identify the hyperplane
(i.e., decision boundary) with the widest separation between
two classes of training data, as shown in Fig. 6. The hyperplane
in Fig. 6 is expressed as wTx+ b = 0, which satisfies the
constraints in (14)

{
wTxi + b ≥ 1 ∀yi ∈ 1
wTxi + b ≤ −1 ∀yi ∈ −1

(14)

where w is a normal vector, b is the bias term in the hyper-
plane, xi is a d-dimensional feature vector of a wafer map, and
yi is the label of xi, which is set at either 1 or -1 to distinguish
between the two classes. The training set can be expressed as

Authorized licensed use limited to: ShanghaiTech University. Downloaded on January 03,2023 at 03:47:43 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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determining whether a wafer map exhibits a failure pattern,
and Stage 2 involves identifying the pattern type. An SVM
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during the test phase. The main advantage of the two-stage
framework is that the parameters can be tuned to optimize the
tradeoff between the false-positive rate and the false-negative
rate at Stage 1. The basic concept of the SVM is described
in Section IV-A, and the maintenance of the ground truth is
explained in Section IV-B.

A. Support Vector Machine for the WMFPR

The function of an SVM [25] is to identify the hyperplane
(i.e., decision boundary) with the widest separation between
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An example of typical classification-based method. 1

1
M.-J. Wu et al., “Wafer map failure pattern recognition and similarity ranking for large-scale data sets," IEEE TSM, 2015.

Typical Classification-based Methods
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Deep Learning-based Recognition
Paradigm
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The illustration of the data augmentation and selective wafer defect recognition network. 1

1
M. B. Alawieh et al., “Wafer map defect patterns classification using deep selective learning," DAC, 2020.
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Wafer Defect Pattern Classifier
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Wafer Maps for Querying 

Defects Distribution

Labeled vs Unlabeled

. .
.

<latexit sha1_base64="4fajA5Sub0emPp2TPmVj1aHk3ls=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3ZehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AvB+POA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fajA5Sub0emPp2TPmVj1aHk3ls=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3ZehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AvB+POA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fajA5Sub0emPp2TPmVj1aHk3ls=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3ZehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AvB+POA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fajA5Sub0emPp2TPmVj1aHk3ls=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3ZehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AvB+POA==</latexit>

Wafer Maps for Training 

21.3%

78.7%

The proposed semi-supervised wafer failure pattern classifier. 1

1
H. Geng et al., “When wafer failure pattern classification meets few-shot learning and self-supervised learning," ICCAD, 2021.

Wafer-level Frameworks (ii)
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The architecture of the transformer-based defect recognition. 1

1
Y. Wei et al., “Mixed-type wafer defect recognition with multi-scale information fusion transformer," IEEE TSM, 2022.

Wafer-level Frameworks (iii)
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bh
<latexit sha1_base64="43tI6e9baqfcXlD2bclu8dtNLXo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpIeyP+m7Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzBz2IjcE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="43tI6e9baqfcXlD2bclu8dtNLXo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpIeyP+m7Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzBz2IjcE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="43tI6e9baqfcXlD2bclu8dtNLXo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpIeyP+m7Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzBz2IjcE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="43tI6e9baqfcXlD2bclu8dtNLXo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpIeyP+m7Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzBz2IjcE=</latexit>

(bx, by)
<latexit sha1_base64="V9bDD1S527DKcVCNJgNt4vp0I1M=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBD0WvXisYD+wDWGz3bRLN5uwuxFD6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt2kO2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW372yqtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DjooSSWibRDySPR8rypmgbc00p71YUhz6nHb9yc3M7z5SqVgk7nUaUzfEI8ECRrA20kPd957OkO+lp161ZjfsHGiZOAWpQYGWV/0aDCOShFRowrFSfceOtZthqRnhdFoZJIrGmEzwiPYNFTikys3yi6foxChDFETSlNAoV39PZDhUKg190xliPVaL3kz8z+snOrhyMybiRFNB5ouChCMdodn7aMgkJZqnhmAimbkVkTGWmGgTUsWE4Cy+vEw65w3Hbjh3F7XmdRFHGY7gGOrgwCU04RZa0AYCAp7hFd4sZb1Y79bHvLVkFTOH8AfW5w8u2Y/u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V9bDD1S527DKcVCNJgNt4vp0I1M=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBD0WvXisYD+wDWGz3bRLN5uwuxFD6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt2kO2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW372yqtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DjooSSWibRDySPR8rypmgbc00p71YUhz6nHb9yc3M7z5SqVgk7nUaUzfEI8ECRrA20kPd957OkO+lp161ZjfsHGiZOAWpQYGWV/0aDCOShFRowrFSfceOtZthqRnhdFoZJIrGmEzwiPYNFTikys3yi6foxChDFETSlNAoV39PZDhUKg190xliPVaL3kz8z+snOrhyMybiRFNB5ouChCMdodn7aMgkJZqnhmAimbkVkTGWmGgTUsWE4Cy+vEw65w3Hbjh3F7XmdRFHGY7gGOrgwCU04RZa0AYCAp7hFd4sZb1Y79bHvLVkFTOH8AfW5w8u2Y/u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V9bDD1S527DKcVCNJgNt4vp0I1M=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBD0WvXisYD+wDWGz3bRLN5uwuxFD6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt2kO2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW372yqtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DjooSSWibRDySPR8rypmgbc00p71YUhz6nHb9yc3M7z5SqVgk7nUaUzfEI8ECRrA20kPd957OkO+lp161ZjfsHGiZOAWpQYGWV/0aDCOShFRowrFSfceOtZthqRnhdFoZJIrGmEzwiPYNFTikys3yi6foxChDFETSlNAoV39PZDhUKg190xliPVaL3kz8z+snOrhyMybiRFNB5ouChCMdodn7aMgkJZqnhmAimbkVkTGWmGgTUsWE4Cy+vEw65w3Hbjh3F7XmdRFHGY7gGOrgwCU04RZa0AYCAp7hFd4sZb1Y79bHvLVkFTOH8AfW5w8u2Y/u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V9bDD1S527DKcVCNJgNt4vp0I1M=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREBD0WvXisYD+wDWGz3bRLN5uwuxFD6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt2kO2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW372yqtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DjooSSWibRDySPR8rypmgbc00p71YUhz6nHb9yc3M7z5SqVgk7nUaUzfEI8ECRrA20kPd957OkO+lp161ZjfsHGiZOAWpQYGWV/0aDCOShFRowrFSfceOtZthqRnhdFoZJIrGmEzwiPYNFTikys3yi6foxChDFETSlNAoV39PZDhUKg190xliPVaL3kz8z+snOrhyMybiRFNB5ouChCMdodn7aMgkJZqnhmAimbkVkTGWmGgTUsWE4Cy+vEw65w3Hbjh3F7XmdRFHGY7gGOrgwCU04RZa0AYCAp7hFd4sZb1Y79bHvLVkFTOH8AfW5w8u2Y/u</latexit>

bw
<latexit sha1_base64="Py4XQxhXxZboixEPMwsdwFXi2lc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0oJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0H/Sf+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwBURI3Q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Py4XQxhXxZboixEPMwsdwFXi2lc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0oJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0H/Sf+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwBURI3Q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Py4XQxhXxZboixEPMwsdwFXi2lc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0oJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0H/Sf+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwBURI3Q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Py4XQxhXxZboixEPMwsdwFXi2lc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0oJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0H/Sf+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwBURI3Q</latexit>

y = (pc, bx, by, bw, bh, C)
<latexit sha1_base64="zKJlTnt2CV5lY0iIme1sy6lUUgU=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQoZREBN0IxW5cVrAPaEOYTCft0MkkzEzUELpz46+4caGIW3/BnX/jpM1CWy/M4XDOvdy5x4sYlcqyvo3C0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9Y+7utWUYC0xaOGSh6HpIEkY5aSmqGOlGgqDAY6TjjRuZ37kjQtKQ36okIk6Ahpz6FCOlJdc8TC4rkYur0HMfMkgyuM9gVIWNE9csWzVrWnCR2Dkpg7yarvnVH4Q4DghXmCEpe7YVKSdFQlHMyKTUjyWJEB6jIelpylFApJNO75jAY60MoB8K/biCU/X3RIoCKZPA050BUiM572Xif14vVv6Fk1IexYpwPFvkxwyqEGahwAEVBCuWaIKwoPqvEI+QQFjp6Eo6BHv+5EXSPq3ZVs2+OSvXr/I4iuAAHIEKsME5qINr0AQtgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj1low8pl98KeMzx+3I5aj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zKJlTnt2CV5lY0iIme1sy6lUUgU=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQoZREBN0IxW5cVrAPaEOYTCft0MkkzEzUELpz46+4caGIW3/BnX/jpM1CWy/M4XDOvdy5x4sYlcqyvo3C0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9Y+7utWUYC0xaOGSh6HpIEkY5aSmqGOlGgqDAY6TjjRuZ37kjQtKQ36okIk6Ahpz6FCOlJdc8TC4rkYur0HMfMkgyuM9gVIWNE9csWzVrWnCR2Dkpg7yarvnVH4Q4DghXmCEpe7YVKSdFQlHMyKTUjyWJEB6jIelpylFApJNO75jAY60MoB8K/biCU/X3RIoCKZPA050BUiM572Xif14vVv6Fk1IexYpwPFvkxwyqEGahwAEVBCuWaIKwoPqvEI+QQFjp6Eo6BHv+5EXSPq3ZVs2+OSvXr/I4iuAAHIEKsME5qINr0AQtgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj1low8pl98KeMzx+3I5aj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zKJlTnt2CV5lY0iIme1sy6lUUgU=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQoZREBN0IxW5cVrAPaEOYTCft0MkkzEzUELpz46+4caGIW3/BnX/jpM1CWy/M4XDOvdy5x4sYlcqyvo3C0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9Y+7utWUYC0xaOGSh6HpIEkY5aSmqGOlGgqDAY6TjjRuZ37kjQtKQ36okIk6Ahpz6FCOlJdc8TC4rkYur0HMfMkgyuM9gVIWNE9csWzVrWnCR2Dkpg7yarvnVH4Q4DghXmCEpe7YVKSdFQlHMyKTUjyWJEB6jIelpylFApJNO75jAY60MoB8K/biCU/X3RIoCKZPA050BUiM572Xif14vVv6Fk1IexYpwPFvkxwyqEGahwAEVBCuWaIKwoPqvEI+QQFjp6Eo6BHv+5EXSPq3ZVs2+OSvXr/I4iuAAHIEKsME5qINr0AQtgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj1low8pl98KeMzx+3I5aj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zKJlTnt2CV5lY0iIme1sy6lUUgU=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQoZREBN0IxW5cVrAPaEOYTCft0MkkzEzUELpz46+4caGIW3/BnX/jpM1CWy/M4XDOvdy5x4sYlcqyvo3C0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9Y+7utWUYC0xaOGSh6HpIEkY5aSmqGOlGgqDAY6TjjRuZ37kjQtKQ36okIk6Ahpz6FCOlJdc8TC4rkYur0HMfMkgyuM9gVIWNE9csWzVrWnCR2Dkpg7yarvnVH4Q4DghXmCEpe7YVKSdFQlHMyKTUjyWJEB6jIelpylFApJNO75jAY60MoB8K/biCU/X3RIoCKZPA050BUiM572Xif14vVv6Fk1IexYpwPFvkxwyqEGahwAEVBCuWaIKwoPqvEI+QQFjp6Eo6BHv+5EXSPq3ZVs2+OSvXr/I4iuAAHIEKsME5qINr0AQtgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj1low8pl98KeMzx+3I5aj</latexit>
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Original 
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Boundary 

detection
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Boundaries Single pattern 
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Overlapped 

pattern group
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(b)

(a) An example of pattern-level recognition. 1

(b) The segmentation example for the wafer defect detection. 2

1
P. P. Shinde et al., “Wafer defect localization and classification using deep learning techniques," IEEE Access, 2022.

2
Y. Kong et al., “Qualitative and quantitative analysis of multi-pattern wafer bin maps," IEEE TSM, 2020.
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Conclusion & Future Directions



• A survey of recent line of arts in wafer failure pattern recognition

• The conflict between the security of wafer information and the development of a
learning-based method

• Rethinking deep learning-based algorithms: susceptible to perturbations, prior
information incorporation, ...

• Considering extracting and fusing multi-level features from wafer-level to die-level

• ... ...

ISLPED’17

Binary Adder Design

I Primary building blocks in the datapath logic of a microprocessor
I A fundamental problem in VLSI industry for last several decades

What is still unsolved?

Closing the gap across adder design stages

3 / 23
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THANK YOU!
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